
ASSOCIATION OF JEWISH LIBRARIES OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA JAN./FEB. 1984 

DATE: Monday evening, 
January 9, 1984 

TIME: 7:00 P.M. 

PLACE:Valley Beth Shalom Library 
15739.Ventura Blvd., · 
Encino, California 
Telephone: 788-2199 ext. 120 

.DIRECTIONS: Park in lot north of VBS 
(off of Densmore) ~alk 
south through chain link 
gate into day school area. 
Go straight ahead, up the 
stairs to 2nd £loor landing 
and entry to Library. 

LIVELY LIBRARY PROGRAMs WITH KIDS 

Presented by: 

REGGIE GITLIN 
and JANET STERNFELD 
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PRESIDENT'S CORNER 

As we round the bend of the school year's calendar and enter the long 
winter/spring stretch~ the magic words for AJLSC are BRINGING BOOKS 1D LIFE, 
PUPPETS WITH A PURPOSE, PURPOSEFUL PLANNING WITH PRINCIPALS, FIRST AID FOR 
WOUNDED BOOKS, THINK SOUTH, TODAH RABBAH, and CELEBRATE SPRING BY STRETCHING 
YOURSELF. 

1. BRINGING BOOKS TO LIFE: As part of its annual Day School Share-In at 
Heschel Day School on January 16th~ the Bureau of Jewish Education (BJE) 
has asked us to provide sessions of interest to librarians and teachers 
alike. Therefore, we have scheduled three classes: the first on Reader's 
Theater will outline how to prepare a script, how to tie in with author's 
appearances or other special events~ how to select your cast~ and how to 
rehearse individual readers and choral readings. It will be equally help
ful to librarians or teachers. The second, on Spring Celebrations, will 
offer booR and non-book materials as adjuncts to teaching the spring holi
days, while the third, on puppetry, brings me to our next important item-
PUPPETS WITH A PURPOSE. 

2. PUPPETS WITH A PURPOSE: After the fine puppetry workshop at national 
convention last June, it occurred to me that working with puppets would 
be a wonderful way for us to work cooperatively and inject an exciting new 
note into our libraries. I can envision each library preparing one script 
and set of puppets, or one idea for child-made puppets, or some other simi
lar project, and then setting up an inter-library loan system with other 
libraries in our area. That way each of us could give several fine puppet 
shows with minimum effort. We could also. make Xerox copies of finished 
puppets to share (These could be colored and used as flannel board figures 
also) and could share backdrops, sets, etc. The possibilities are numerous. 

Please join us as we kick off this project during the afternoon session 
at the January 16th Day School Share-In. Shirley Lewin and Reggie Gitlin 
will get us off to a good start by presenting CREATIVE PUPPETRY THROUGHOUT 
THE YEAR, and we will plan future workshops as needed. 

3. PURPOSEFUL PLANNING WITH PRINCIPALS: I met with Pearl Tarnor of BJE, 
along with Barbara Leff and Hava Ben-~vi of AJLSC, to discuss ways of 
encouraging better libraries in Jewisl">~-schools. - We also want more -
awareness by school administrators of the role Jewish librarians could be 
playing in the instructional program. 

Reviewing the rules for affiliation with BJE by area schools, we found 
that the requirements for a library and a librarian were already there, but 
that standards defining "an adequate library" and a job description ex
plaining the difference between library administration/instruction and purely 
clerical functions were conspicuously absent, Therefore, our first goal 
will be drawing up actual standards for a school library, using existing 
guidelines as sources and adapting them to L.A. Jewish school needs. This 
sheet will be an addendum to affiliation rules and will be referred to when 
the rules are revised. 

We will also be preparing a formalized job description and will be scheduled 
to speak to meetings of the Principals' Councils, so we can impress their 

Continued on page 3 
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PRESIDENT'S CORNER continued 

members with the need for working libraries in their schools and the crucial 
difference their support can make. 

Mrs. Tarnor freely admits that enforcement of affiliation regulations is 
very difficult, but we are hoping more specific information will help. Dur
ing our December 5th meeting, we also asked whether the BJE subsidy, which 
helps support teacher salaries, could not be extended to subsidize librarians 
as well. I'll keep you informed and welcome your comments. 

4. FIRST AID FOR WOUNDED BOOKS: Don't forget the three-part BOOK REPAIR 
WORKSHOP scheduled for January 16, 23, and 30 at Sinai Temple. See the de
tails in this newsletter and register NOW to hold your place since space is 
limited. PRE-PAYMENT IS REQUESTED WITH REGISTRATION. 

5. THINK SOUTH: You all should be thinking about attending national AJL 
Convention in Atlanta, June 24 to 27, 1984. It promises to be a fine 
conference, and you all know about Southern hospitality! 

6. TODAH RABBAH: My thanks to all our hard-working board members and a 
special thank you to Adaire Klein for providing us with an enjoyable 
Hanukkah feast and candle lighting during our December Open Board Meeting. 
The book exchange we held during that meeting was beneficial to all. Should 
you wish to exchange books during the repair workshops at Sinai, I will have 
an exchange table set up. 

7. CELEBRATE SPRING BY STRETCHING YOURSELF: Don't hesitate to expand into 
the world of computer technology by attending the HUC course to be taught 
by Rick Berke and Barbara Leff on the Stephen s. Wise campus. With com
puter prices dropping almost daily and new library software proliferating, 
you can • t afford to stay in a "horse and buggy" mode of .thinking. Even if 
you don't see a computer in your immediate future, you can add to your pro
fessional growth by familiarizing yourself with this important tool. 

FUTURE EVENTS 

January 9 

16,23,30 
January 19-May 3 

February 6 

March 5 

Shalom A 

AJLSC General Meeting - 7:00 P.M. - Valley Beth Shalom 
Library, Encino 

Book Repair Workshops - Sinai Temple Library - 7:15 P.M. 
Computer Class- Stephen Wise Temple Library- 7:30P.M.-9:30P.M. 

Board Meeting - Temple Ramat Zion, 17655 Devonshire Street, 
Northridge - 7:00 P.M. 

AJLSC General Meeting- 7:00 P.M. - Adat Ari El Library 
North Hollywood - Hostesses: Phyllis Zasloff and Grace 
Friedman 

Permission to reprint articles from LIBRARY LIGHT is granted when credit is given 
to 11Association of Jewish Libraries of Southern California LIBRARY LIGHT". 
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The following article which appeared in the October 31, 1983 issue of 
THE NEW REPUBLIC is being reprinted by permission of THE NEW REPUBLIC, cl983, 
The New Republic, Inc. Because of the popularity of Roald Dahl's books for 
children (Charlie and the Chocolate Factory and James and the Giant Peach are 
among his best known titles.), the editors felt that librarians, in particular, 
would find this article of interest. 

'NOT A CHIVALROUS AFFAIR' 

Roald Dahl has a great reputation among readers of English fiction as the author 
of some of the best cruel stories and children's stories in the language. His 
work is marked by a strange blend of sadism and philosophical speculation. His 
politics, it turns out, are a little like that, too, except there is nothing 
philosophical about them. Dahl has published in THE LITERARY REVIEW, a five
year-old English monthly, a review of God Cried by Tony Clifton and Catherine 
Leroy, a picture book about the 1982 Lebanese war that is pure propaganda. Mr. 
Dahl likes the book; it makes him "violently anti-Israeli." His review, called 
"Not a Chivalrous Affair," amply shows this. It is the ugliest piece of anti
Semitism to appear in a respectable setting for a long time. For example: 

And: 

Is the American President and the Senate and the Congress so utterly 
dominated by the great Jewish financial institutions over there that 
they dare not defy them? And what, pray, do those powerful American 
Jewish bankers think about the murdering of 25,000 people in one month? 

Mr. Begin and Mr. Sharon are almost the exact carbon copies in miniature 
of Mr. Hitler and Mr. Goering, They are equally short-sighted and no 
less bloodthirsty. 

We had the Nuremberg Trials after the Hitler war, It is tragic and 
ironic that now, only thirty-seven years later, Begin and Sharon and 
a number of other Israeli leaders should themselves be qualifying for 
the same treatment. Try them all, I say. 

Finally: 

And yet, is it not- rather wonderful that the German nation, once so 
hated, has today succeeded in rehabilitating itself and becoming anti
Nazi. Now is the time for the Jews of the world to follow the example 
of the Germans and become anti-Israeli. But do they have the conscience? 
And do they, I wonder, have the guts? Or must Israel, like Germany, be 
brought to her knees before she learns how to behave in this world? 

This was too much even for some who agree with Mr. Dahl's assessment of Operation 
Peace in Galilee, THE NEW STATESMAN, a London left Labour weekly, in its August 
26 issue, asked Mr. Dahl to explain. He explained that the Jews were "cowards" 
in the Second World War and "even a stinker like Hitler didn't just pick on them 
for no reason." 

We rub our readers• noses in this filth for a number of reasons. First, because 
anti-Semitism must not be allowed to pass, period, Second, because writers have 
a special moral status in our culture. Of this status Roald Dahl deserves to be 
stripped. One of his most famous works is a story called "Genesis and Catastro-

Continued on page 5 
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'Not A Chivalrous Affair' continued 

phe," a tale that has the reader rooting for the health of a baby who turns out 
to be Adolf Hitler; the story now seems wic~ed in a wholly new way. Third, be
cause Mr. Dahl's review was,published in a jou~nal owned by the same man who owns 
the bouse that published the book he reviewed. That this man brought out this 
book is perhaps no wonder; he is a Palestinian, and Palestinians are understand
ably bitter about their suffering, even if they do nothing sensible about it. 
That he brought out this review, however, is another matter, and corrupt. 
Fourth, because the story of Mr. Dahl's sentiments has reached America in a ~ime
honored and twisted way. The media report that the Israeli Broadcasting Authority 
bas decided not to show Roald Dahl's "Tales of the Unexpected" on Israeli tele
V1S1on. That is all~ No report of who really insulted whom. Instead, another 
tale, not at all unexpected, of Israeli censorship and Jewish paranoia. 

BOOK REPAIR WORKSHOPS 

WHEN: Monday evenings at 7:15 P.M. 
January 16, 23, 30, 

COST: $10.00 per person to cover 
tuition and materials. 

WHERE: Sinai Temple Library 

SPONSOR: AJLSC & Sinai Temple 
Sisterhood 

INSTRUCTOR: Gino Petrella 

PRE-PAYMENT WITH REGISTRATION IS REQUESTED TO HOLD YOUR SPOT:: SIGN UP NOW! 

PREVIEW OF NEXT AJLSC MEETING 

Libraries and kids are a natural -- but how to create a working "shidduch" 
(marriage)is not always so easy. 

Reggie Gitlin at VBS Day School Library has some exciting programs to share. 
Many involve Judaica that would be very adaptable to religious school librarians. 
Her lively library programs cover: K'tonton and Tbumbelina; Jewish Braille Read
a-then; "Trial of a Book" videotape; poetry, writing, and filmstrip making, 
library learning centers; Jewish authors-in-residence; palatable library skills 
lessons (card catalog, research skills, indexing); etc, 

Janet Sternfeld, Hebrew School and Judaica Librarian at VBS, is a teacber
~ibrarian who uses lots of Judaica resources in a variety of ways in her Hebrew 
school program. She will share her techniques with us~ 

· January 9 at VBS Library will be an AJLSC program well worth attending: 

--Barbara Leff, Program Chairperson 
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J A N U A R Y 1 6, 1 9 8 3 - S H A R E - I N 

ABRAHAM JOSHUA HESCHEL DAY SCHOOL 
177.01 Devonshire, Northridge, CA. 91325 

REGISTRATION: 8:15 - 8:45 A.M. 

OPENING SESSION: 8:45 A.M. - 9:45 A.M. 
THE STUDENTS OF THE 1980'S - Dr. Mark Phillips, Speaker 

WORKSHOP I: 9:45 A.M. - 11:15 A.M. 

Bringing Books to Life: Reader's Theater in the Classroom and the Library 

How to prepare a script; How to tie in with author appearances or 
other special events; How to select your cast and how to rehearse 
individual readers and choral readings, 

Facilitators: Rita Frischer, Sinai Temple 
Gail Perryman, Sinai Temple 

WORKSHOP II: 11:15 A.M. - 12:45 P.M. 

Spring Celebrations: Shavuot and Purim 

Together we will celebrate a Seder for Shavuot and introduce 
dramatizations, lesson plans, study units, stories, ideas, and 
activities for Shavuot and Purim. 

Facilitators: Hava Ben-Zvi, Bureau of Jewish Education 
Jan Sherman, Abraham Joshua Heschel Day School 

LUNCHEON: 12:45 P,M, - 1:45 P.M. - $7,50 (Reservations Needed) 

WORKSHOP III: 1:45 P.M. - 3:00 P.M. 
Creative Puppetry Throughout The Year 

Part I: Assorted pupp€try forms: finger puppets, book, glove 
and big-mouth puppets, hand and change-a-face puppets for 
students and teachers. Incorporating teaching units on 
holiday themes, Jews around the world, famous Jews in history, 
Israel past and present. 

Part II: Easy puppetry in the classroom, Integrating all subjects 
through puppetry and literature, including math, social studies, 
creative writing and other skillso 

Facilitators: Shirley Lewin, B'nai Israel Day School (Part I) 
Reggie Gitlin, Valley Beth Shalom (Part II) 

For information call Hava Ben-Zvi at 852-1234, Ext, 3202. 

***************** lt lt lt lt lt *********************************************** 
AJLSC LIBRARY LIGHT is distributed free to AJLSC members. 

EDITORS: Joan Buchbinder,    
Jan Sherman,    

DEADLINE FOR MARCH/AEaRIL LIBRARY LIGHT IS ....,FEiiwBiiiRUiliiAiiiRY111liiliO., lil9ili8.4. Copy SUOmi ttea-sfioUI .-oe tzyed. a I 
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REVIEVJS OF ADULT BOOKS 
by 

Muriel Moster, Volunteer 
Sinai Temple Library 

JAN./FEB. 1984 

Abella, Irving and Troper, Harold. None Is Too Many: Canada and the Jews of 
Europe 1933-1948. New York: Random House, 1982. Notes on Sources, Notes, 
Index, Photographs. 336pp. $17.95. 

Understanding that anti-Semitism has been a reality of history in no way 
prepares the reader for the inhumane immigration policy of the Canadian govern
ment between 1933 and 1948. Despite the pleadings of Jewish organizations and 
their assurances that they would assume financial responsibility for anyone 
brought to Canada, the authorities remained callous, hostile, and indifferent 
to the reports of mass persecution, murder, and terror. 

Yes, conferences were held, agencies were created and meetings were con
vened to discuss the refugees and their abysmal plight. The problem was "con
sidered", resolutions were drafted., and most representatives of the Canadian 
Parliament expressed sympathy and ''deplored" what was happening in Europe. 
But the concept of changing immigration policy to permit Canada to become a 
refuge, a wartime haven, was cold-bloodedly dismissed. 

Canada, at the time, was underpopulated and vast areas were sparsely in
habited. Nevertheless, with Jews composing only 1,5 percent of the population, 
the three Jewish members of Parliament were ineffective in influencing their 
fellow representatives. Too, Canadian Jews, in general, were cautious and timid 
in negotiating with officials. Although there was some campaigning by other re
ligious groups and some newspapers, nothing helped, for the majority of Canadians 
were against admitting Jews into the Dominion. 

Excuses ranging from poor economic conditions to a lack of available trans
port did not disguise the fact that the administration simply did not want any 
more Jews in the country. Wealth, age, education, and family ties were con
sidered irrelevant·. In spite of intelligence reports detailing the slaughter 
of millions, the response remained implacable. Jewish refugees would not be 
allowed to enter Canada. 

Even at war's end, Canada felt no obligation to offer refuge to the 
pitiable homeless remnant. The results of a Gallup Poll in October, 1946 
showed that 49% of the Canadian people wanted to keep out of their country, 
~ot their prime European enemy, the Germans, but the Jews, the victimized. 

Continued on page 8 
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None Is Too Many continued 

Abella and Troper did extensive research as background for this book. 
While the thesis of prejudice and animosity towards the Jews is disheartening, 
their realistic analysis is thoughtful,_ re.sponsible, and critical. Through 
their book we are given new insights into the age-old problem of anti-Semitism 
and the world's attitude toward the Jewish people. 

Birmingham, Stephen. 
1983. . 430pp. 

The Auerbach Will. 
$16.95. 

Boston, Little, Brown and Company, 

Birmingham, who built a reputation as a prominent author by means of 
his extensive research for The Grandees and Our Crowd, has done nothing to 
enhance his stature with this book. One gets the impression from blurbs 
that The Auerbach Will is based on insights he gained about wealthy, influ
ential Jewish families. What a disappointment! The plot is contrived, and 
the characterization is phony, making it an excellent example of a trashy 
novel. 

Esther Litsky, born in Russia, came from an Orthodox backgroundo Her 
impoverished father, rigid and inflexible in his orthodoxy, disowned her after 
she refused to marry the Talmud student he had selected and married instead 
into a German-Jewish merchant family. 

The book is the story of her life. Soon after becoming Esther Auerbach, 
she assimilates completely, and the values and beauty of Judaism are forgotten. 
Maybe this is why most of her children are so rotten, why marriage vows are be
trayed, why scandal occurs~ Her husband acquires extreme wealth; family members 
display extreme behavior; extreme ugliness is the result. One is glad to forget 
them all at book's end: 

Feuerlicht, Roberta Strauss. The Fate of the Jews: A People Torn Between 
Israeli Power and Jewish Ethics. New York, Times Books 1 1983. 
Bibliography, Index, Notes. 324pp. $18. 65o 

When one has a clear understanding of Israel's history and objectives, 
as well as of the moral imperatives of its people, he finishes this book 
feeling very disturbed by Feuerlicht'J~i:r~minded view. She seems to ferret 
out every wrong-doing, every human error, and every misjudged act on the part 
of the State and its representatives and proceeds to condemn out-of-hand any
thing to do with Israel. 

Israel is not perfect; what country is! However, it does set very high 
standards of conduct for itself based on the tenets and principles of Judaism. 
Feuerlicht, instead of writing of its accomplishments and sacrifices for peace, 
indicts the country for its shortcomings. When discussing the Palestinians, 
whose fate she compares to the American Indian, she fails to recount Jordan's 
indifference to the economic development of the West Bank during the twenty 
years it was under her control. On the other hand, since the Six-Day War in 
1967, the Gross National Product of the West Bank has risen at an annual rate 
of 14%, one of the highest rates in the world. Furthermore, under the Israelis 

Continued on page 9 
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The Fate of the Jews continued 

the percentage of Arab households with electricity increased from 35 to 82; 
the percentage with television sets rose from 10 to 64. 

Feuerlicht attempts to sully Israel by referring to individual cases of 
Arab mistreatment (without researching the reasons behind such action), but 
fails to point out that this is the exception rather than the rule. That most 
Arabs are doing well in Israel is manifested by their desire to cooperate with 
the Jews. For example, increasing numbers of young Arabs and Druze have been 
joining the Israel Histradut. 

She seeks further provocation in addressing herself to the problems be
tween Sephardim and Ashkenazi elements, failing to mention that 277. of the 
Jewish marriages in IsEael are between these two groups. Undoubtedly, there 
have been problems and inequities, but as the gap in education and economic 
opportunities lessens·and each can share to a greater extent in political 
representation, animosities will decrease and understanding will increase. 

In her criticism of Menachem Begin, she skirts the fact that his policy 
regarding the settlements in Gaza, Samaria and Judea will be the cornerstone 
of peace in the Middle East, and that his flexibility in turning over Sinai 
oil fields which bring $2.5 billion annually to the Egyptians was intended 
to bring peace to the beleaguered area. 

She is correct in saying that our people are fractious and sectarian. 
Yet, despite unfortunate infighting and rivalries, the Israelis have accom
plished miracles in the Middle East! 

NEW: 1983-1984 Experimental Education Editions 

3 
Experimental Education Editions - or E offer unique curricular 

materials which are appropriate for every level from primary through adult. 

Used successfully by educators, parents, and lay leaders, E3 contains 
lesson plans, activities, and audio-visual resources as well as bibliographies. 

Made available by the Union of Hebrew Congregations in its ongoing effort 
to bring creative and substantive new materials into schools, camps, and adult 
educational programs, the teaching units are $50.00 annually. They are published 
ten times a yearo 

For a subscription or further information write: 

E3 

UAHC Department of Education 
838 Fifth Avenue 
New York, New York 10021 

--Muriel Moster 
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PUPPETRY BIBLIOGRAPHY 

In answer to your requests, we include a brief bibliography of books on 
the art of puppetry, More extensive book lists will be available at the BJE 
workshop on puppetry on January 16th at Heschel Day School, Northridge, 

BOOKS 

THE COMPLETE BOOK OF PUPPETRY, David Currell -A book of value for all puppeteers, 
from beginner to advanced. Methods of constructing and manipulating puppets 
of all kinds are given in detail, accompanied by clear, easy-to-follow dia
grams. $14,95, 1975, Plays, 

EASY TO MAKE PUPPETS, Joyce Luckin - Over 20 puppets, mostly made of felt, are 
described, including both hand puppets and marionettes, $4.95. 1975, Plays. 

HOW TO BE A PUPPETEER, Eleanor Boylan - "What to do" with a puppet once it's made. 
Discusses building a script from a simple story and stresses effective pro
duction, Six plays for home or classroom. $4.95. 1970, Dutton, 

LET•s START A PUPPET THEATRE, Benny E. Andersen - Concerns making hand puppets 
and rod puppets. Many suggestions for simple stages, lighting and sound. 
$4,95, 1973, Van Nos Reinhold. 

MAKING AND USING FINGER PUPPETS, Margaret Hutchings - Finger puppets for sewers, 
knitters, and "stickers" (or pasters), Includes patterns for animals, a 
clown, and an entire Punch and Judy show. $8,50, 1973, Taplinger. 

MAKING PUPPETS COME ALIVE, Larry Engler and Carol Fijan - A method of teaching 
hand puppetry, which has been called "The Stanislavsky of the puppet 
world, 0 Good puppet theatrical technique, including voice use, improvisa
tion, role characterization and other fundamental elements are covered in 
relaxed, readable style. $9.95, 1973, Taplinger. 

PUPPETS FOR BEGINNERS, Moritz Jagendorf - Imaginative and colorful pictures help 
beginners create and use hand puppets and marionettes, make the stage and 
costumes. Recommended for ages 7-12. $4.95. 1952, Plays. 

FILMS 

ABC OF PUPPETMAKING (10 minutes) Part one and part two available. Bailey 
Films, Inc., 6509 De Longe Avenue, Hollywood, CA. 

LET'S MAKE PUPPETS (11 minutes) Visual Aids Service, University of Illinois, 
Division of University Extension, 704 S. Sixth Street, Champaign IL 61822. 

SIMPLE HAND PUPPETS (18 minutes) A Trend Production, by Walt Disney, 477 
Madison Avenue, New York, NY. 




